MicroCal

A calendar for small spaces
Criteria

• Different

• Usable

• Good representation
Types (Examples)

- Personal
- Collaboration
- Time scheduling
- Your own version
Graphic representation

• Should handle
  – Many concurrent items
  – Pending Alerts (?)
  – Different categories

• Use ideas of graphic representation
  – Form, shape, structure

• Not only difference in colour coding!
On Friday.

• Description on blog

• Documentation of suggestion

• ”Design Rationale” – How and Why?
Presentation

• Hand-drawn or computer-drawn

• Sketches, rather than polished detail

• Alternative solutions

• Commented drawings
Examination

• Important part
  – Discussion and argument
  – Overall design and idea/Use of graphic representation

• Less important part
  – Details
  – ”The perfect solution” (should not be a bad design)